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Originality-Significance Statement 

In this study, coastal and oceanic metatranscriptomic time-series data are used to unveil 
the diel cycling and temporal variations in one of the most abundant marine viruses in 
Earth and its putative Pelagibacter spp. host that altogether have a major impact on 
biogeochemical cycles.  

 

Summary 

The spatiotemporal dynamics for marine viral populations has only recently been 
explored. However, nothing is known about temporal activities of the uncultured 
Pelagibacter virus vSAG 37-F6, which was discovered by single-virus genomics as 
potentially the most abundant marine virus. Here, we investigate the diel cycling of 37-
F6 virus and the putative SAR11 host using coastal and oceanic transcriptomic and 
viromic time-series data from Osaka Bay and North Pacific Subtropical Gyre. Virus 37-
F6 and relatives displayed diel cycling of transcriptional activities synchronized with its 
putative host. In both virus and host, the lowest transcription rates were observed at 
14:00-15:00, coinciding roughly with maximum solar irradiance, while higher 
transcriptional rates were detected during the night/early morning and afternoon. Diel 
abundance of free viruses of 37-F6 in seawater roughly mirrored the transcriptional 
activities of both virus and host. In Osaka Bay, among viral relatives (genus level), virus 
37-F6 specifically showed the highest ratio of transcriptional activity to virome 
abundance, a proxy for viral transcriptional activity relative to free viral particle 
abundance. This high ratio suggests high infection rate efficiencies in vSAG 37-F6 virus 
compared to viral relatives. Thus, time-series data revealed temporal transcript 
activities in one of the most abundant viruses in Earth.  
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Viruses are paramount for structuring microbial populations and nowadays their 

ecological role and impact on ecosystems is unquestionable (Danovaro et al., 2011). Over the 

last years, metagenomics have provided a wealth of information that have been extremely 

useful to build more accurate ecological models (Brum and Sullivan, 2015). In marine 

ecosystems, in part thanks to sampling efforts with geographical coverage, such as Tara or 

Malaspina, the biogeography and diversity of viruses are starting to be explored (Mizuno et 

al., 2013a; Paez-Espino et al., 2016; Roux et al., 2016; Lara et al., 2017; Gregory et al., 

2019).  

Recently, metatranscriptomics is beginning to reveal transcriptional dynamics in a 

range of abundant marine viruses in situ (Aylward et al., 2017; Yoshida et al., 2018). Viral 

infection can be assessed by monitoring viral transcription in the host, for example by 

studying a marker gene for a specific virus (Kimura et al., 2012). However, 

metatranscriptomics targeting a whole range of viruses (Moniruzzaman et al., 2017; Stough 

et al., 2018) is likely the most powerful approach to evaluate viral population dynamics in 

natural communities. Currently, the Osaka Bay  and North Pacific Subtropical Gyre  high-

resolution temporal transcriptomic time-series are of great value for the viral ecology 

community (Aylward et al., 2017; Yoshida et al., 2018). These pioneer studies on marine 

ecosystems begin to unveil the activity and production of viruses. For instance, in Osaka Bay, 
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the transcriptional dynamics of ≈4,000 marine viruses available in public databases along 

with 878 local viral contigs assembled from Osaka Bay revealed that all local viruses were 

active and transcribed in the corresponding host fraction (Yoshida et al., 2018). Data from the 

North Pacific Subtropical Gyre suggested a tightly synchronized diel coupling of viral and 

cellular replication cycles in both photoautotrophic and heterotrophic bacterial hosts 

(Aylward et al., 2017).  

 
 

However, none of these previously reported transcriptomic studies addressed the diel 

cycling of potentially the most abundant and cosmopolitan marine dsDNA virus in surface 

ocean, named virus vSAG 37-F6 (Martinez-Hernandez et al., 2017). This Pelagibacter virus 

was discovered by applying a novel single-virus genomic (SVG) approach (Martinez-

Hernandez et al., 2017; Martinez-Hernandez et al., 2019) around the same time of the 

publication of these reports (Aylward et al., 2017; Yoshida et al., 2018). The SVG based 

technology enabled the discovery of some of the most abundant marine viral species in 

surface ocean (Martinez-Hernandez et al., 2017). In particular, the virus vSAG 37-F6 showed 

the highest recruitment virome rate in Tara ocean samples. Intriguingly, this virus is difficult 

to assemble using standard metagenomic approaches, and thus overlooked by current 

metagenomic techniques for many years (Martinez-Hernandez et al., 2017). Virome 

simulation data indicated that 37-F6 vSAGs exhibited high microdiversity, which hindered its 

assembly and identification from metagenomes (Martinez-Hernandez et al., 2017). A follow-

up study showed that 37-F6 virus and relatives were present in sorted single Pelagibacter 

cells (Martinez-Hernandez et al., 2019) while recent transcriptomic data provided first 

evidence of high in situ activity in coastal temperate waters of the NE Atlantic (Alonso-Sáez 
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et al., 2018). Recently, droplet digital PCR (dPCR) estimated that the absolute abundances of 

free viral particles of virus 37-F6 in the Mediterranean Sea and the Gulf of Maine ranged 

between hundreds to thousands (360-8,510) viruses mL-1 seawater; within the abundance 

range of the pelagiphage isolate HTVC010P (Martinez-Hernandez, et al., 2019).  dPCR data 

also showed that the number of infecting 37-F6 viruses in coastal bacterioplankton (i.e. 

genome copies in cell fraction) was 450–3480/ml with a total of ≈10–400 putative infected 

cells per mL (McMullen et al., 2019).  Thus, considering the widespread abundance of this 

virus and its host in all temperate and subtropical oceanic regions, as well as recent 

estimations of potential C release of 0.12–4.9 pg/ml through 37-F6 viral infection (McMullen 

et al., 2019), 37-F6 viral population appears to have a major contribution to marine C cycles 

(Martinez-Hernandez et al., 2017).  

 
 

To further characterize the temporal dynamics of viral activities of this virus, we 

looked for 37-F6 viral transcripts in available transcriptomics time-series data (24 h time-

course sampling) of Osaka Bay and North Pacific Subtropical Gyre. It is important to note 

here that unlike other techniques, such as digital PCR, transcriptomic abundances represent 

relative abundance of sequenced transcripts in a sample, though absolute abundances can be 

calculated using standards (Aylward et al., 2017). Osaka Bay is a typical eutrophic 

environment owing to the inputs of nutrients from rivers, although it is also affected by an 

oligotrophic warm current intruding into the bay through the Kii Channel (Ozaki et al., 

2004). The North Pacific Subtropical Gyre is a representative habitat of oligotrophic oceans 

that cover ≈40% of the Earth´s surface. For instance, the chlorophyll a content in the analysed 

North Pacific Subtropical Gyre transcriptomic samples (0.21 ± 0.044 SD µg/L; available at 
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http://scope.soest.hawaii.edu/data/hoelegacy/) (Aylward et al., 2017) were very similar to that 

of the western oligotrophic Mediterranean Sea, from where 37-F6 virus was obtained 

(Martinez-Hernandez et al., 2017).  

 
 

Transcriptomic reads mapping to virus vSAG 37-F6 were filtered at nucleotide 

identities of ≥95% and ≥70%, as per previous publications, to target reads from viruses 

identical to or within the same species than our 37-F6 vSAGs and from the same genus or 

subfamily taxa level, respectively (Mizuno et al., 2013b; Roux et al., 2016, 2019; Martinez-

Hernandez et al., 2017). Fig. 1 depicts the temporal transcriptomic dynamics of 37-F6 viral 

species population and other viral relatives of 37-F6, coupled with diel cycling of 

transcriptional activities of the putative SAR11 host in North Pacific (Fig. 1A) and Osaka 

Bay (Fig 1B). Both time-series datasets point to a similar trend in temporal variation and 

uncovered a marked, synchronized diel cycling pattern of 37-F6 viruses at the species and 

genus levels with the SAR11 putative host (Fig. 1). In both environments, a tightly 

synchronized diel coupling of viral and host cellular replication cycles was observed (Fig. 1A 

and 1B). A sharp decrease in transcriptional activity between 14:00-15:00 in both locations 

coincides roughly with the maximum solar irradiance rate. In the North Pacific Subtropical 

Gyre, transcriptional activities increased during the night reaching a primary transcriptional 

peak at 6:00 (before dawn). A secondary transcriptional peak, lower than the primary early-

morning peak, was observed during the afternoon. Although the general 37-F6 diel cycling 

trend observed in North Pacific Subtropical Gyre and Osaka Bay data series were similar and 

in all cases, viruses mirrored that of the putative SAR11 host, there were also some 

differences, observed during the afternoon. For instance, in Osaka Bay, dynamics were more 
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complex and a steep increase/decrease in transcriptional activities was observed (between 

15:00 and 21:00). On the other hand, viral and host transcriptional activities in the North 

Pacific, remained more or less stable. This could be the result of subtle site-specific 

differences of viral populations from Osaka Bay and North Pacific Subtropical Gyre and also 

their contrasting trophic status; the former much more eutrophic. 

 
 

Mapped transcriptomic reads covered most 37-F6 viral genes (Fig. S1). For instance, 

in North Pacific Subtropical Gyre samples (Fig. 1A), in which 37-F6 was more active (e.g. 

sample CSHLIIR00-20a-S20C001-0015), 82% of its genes were detected to be transcribed at 

the genus level (Fig. S1). In Osaka Bay, several assembled viral contigs obtained in a 

previous publication (Yoshida et al., 2018) were related to virus 37-F6 (Fig. 1B) at an 

average amino acid identities (AAI) between 50 and 81% with very high gene synteny (Fig. 

S2), and in all cases, at <95% average genome nucleotide identities (gANI), approximating 

genus-level relatedness or even probably in some cases to subfamily level (Mizuno et al., 

2013b; Roux et al., 2016, 2019; Martinez-Hernandez et al., 2017). In addition, most of these 

viral contigs from Osaka Bay related to vSAG 37-F6 had the specific capsid marker gene, 

representing viral group 37-F6 (gene 9), which was the most abundant marine viral protein 

(Brum et al., 2016; Martinez-Hernandez et al., 2017). The amino acid similarity of that 

shared capsid hallmark gene ranged from 72-95%, within values obtained previously for 

other reported 37-F6 viral relatives found in single-cells or cloned in fosmids (Martinez-

Hernandez et al., 2017, 2019a). Among all assembled viral contigs from Osaka Bay, the virus 

OBV_N00758 was the closest one to vSAG 37-F6 (Figs. 1B and S2) showing a perfect gene 

synteny and a value of AAI of 81% (Fig. S2). Although sequence-based virus taxonomy is 
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under debate (Simmonds et al., 2017; Roux et al., 2019), our molecular data (both nucleotide 

and amino acid level), marker capsid gene of virus 37-F6 (gene 9), and gene synteny data 

taken together suggest that these viral contigs in Osaka Bay belonged to same genus. 

However,  it cannot be ruled out that some of these viruses might even belong to the same 

sub-family, as previously discussed (Roux et al., 2016; Martinez-Hernandez et al., 2017). 

 
 

In Osaka Bay, in addition to transcriptional activities, virome data (i.e. abundance of 

free viruses in seawater) was available, representing a unique opportunity to compare the diel 

cycling abundance of virus 37-F6 in seawater, using virome fragment recruitment, with its 

transcriptional dynamics along with that of its putative host (Fig. 2). The abundance peak of 

free viral particles of 37-F6 coincided with that of the viral and host transcriptional activity 

peak, while the lowest number of free viruses were observed in tandem with decreased 

transcriptional activities. Thus, viral production and released of viral particles are tightly 

synchronized with viral and cellular replication. Furthermore, as shown in Supplementary 

Fig. 3, among all viral relatives of virus vSAG 37-F6 detected in Osaka Bay virome datasets 

(Yoshida et al., 2018), specifically virus 37-F6 was not the most abundant one. However, 

after normalizing viral abundances by transcriptional activities, a proxy for viral 

transcriptional activity  relative to free viral particle abundance, virus vSAG 37-F6 showed 

the highest fragments per kilobase per million reads mapped (FPKM) ratio amongst all viral 

relatives. This suggests that vSAG 37-F6 displays high infection efficiencies and/or high 

successful infection progression per each viral-host encounter. Finally, no correlation of 

transcriptional activities was obtained with chlorophyll a content (r2<0.02) in water masses 

and samples (Fig. S4).  
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Diel cycling in heterotrophic bacteria has been observed in oligotrophic marine 

environments (Ruiz-González et al., 2012; Ottesen et al., 2014). Interestingly the diel cycling 

of the transcriptional activities observed here for virus 37-F6 and relatives and its putative 

Pelagibacter spp. host mirrored those diel patterns observed in marine heterotrophic 

bacterioplankton by bulk 3H-leucine and 3H-thymidine incorporation (see Figure 2 in (Ruiz-

González et al., 2012). Indeed, patterns of diel abundance of SAR11 cells (by means of 

CARD-FISH; see Figure 6B in (Ruiz-González et al., 2012)) from the same location where 

virus vSAG 37-F6 was obtained (Blanes Bay Microbial Observatory), are in concordance 

with our transcriptomic data of 37-F6. Both datasets show highest SAR11 abundances at 

night, around 1:00-3:00, where viral transcription of 37-F6 is higher, and lowest SAR11 

numbers during the day around 13:00-15:00, similar to 37-F6 viral activity and SAR11 host 

(Fig. 1). Additionally, in Osaka Bay, diel changes of relative abundances of 

Alphaproteobacteria group (Yoshida et al., 2018) followed a similar trend observed here for 

SAR11. 

 
 

 Overall, we show here that omic data can shed light on key biological aspects of 

temporal activities of an uncultured virus that has a major impact on the `viral shunt´ and on 

biogeochemical cycles across global oceans. The use of complementary technologies 

applied in high-resolution, comprehensive time-series studies of marine ecosystems should 

help advance understanding of microbial dynamics in the ocean.   
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Figure and Figure legends 

Figure 1. Diel cycling of transcripts of virus vSAG 37-F6 and relatives and putative SAR11 

host. (A) Diel timing and abundance of 37-F6 viral transcripts and SAR11 in North  Pacific 

Subtropical Gyre, a habitat representative of oligotrophic oceans that cover ≈40% of the 

Earth´s surface. Data show average transcripts per litre obtained from samples taken at the 

same time in the day from a previous metatranscriptomic survey (Aylward et al., 2017). A 

total of 44 different sampling points are included in the analysis. Reads were mapped with 

LAST program (see Methods for details) against 37-F6 genome at different coverage and 

identity cut-offs. (B) Diel timing and abundance of 37-F6 viral transcripts and viral relatives 

(assembled contigs), at genus level, in Osaka Bay. A total of 16 viral contigs related to virus 

37-F6 at the genus level were obtained, but for convenience, 7 are displayed in the figure, 

although the rest followed the same trend. Transcriptomic data from Osaka Bay was 
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previously reported in (Yoshida et al., 2018). Diel cycling of SAR11 transcripts are also 

shown. Transcriptional units are normalized to the standard units “fragments per kilobase per 

mapped million reads” (FPKM) 

 
 

Figure 2. Diel transcriptional activities of SAR11 and virus vSAG 37-F6, and abundance of 

free viral particles in Osaka Bay. (A) Plot depicts diel changes of transcriptional activities of 

the putative SAR11 host and virus 37-F6 compared to the diel cycling abundances of free 

viral particles obtained in viromes expressed in FPKM units. Abundance of 37-F6 was 

measured by virome fragment recruitment; see method for details. These viromes were 

obtained from free viruses (<0.2 µm fraction) in seawater (Yoshida et al., 2018). (B) Ratio of 

abundance expressed in FPKM of transcriptome vs virome in Osaka Bay.      
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